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Anchors Aweigh
Xmas Party 2017
The Xmas party this year was held at South
Tweed Bowls in the rooms where the last
Vindicatrix reunion run by the Queensland
Vindicatrix Association was held.
In all 28 sat down to a two course lunch, the
tables were quite resplendent in their
preparation and quite soon crackers were
being pulled. Despite a couple of late
arrivals (went to wrong bowls club) Jack
then extolled us to buy raffle tickets in the
20,000 ton liners posters. He had over
many months managed to find the missing
one, having searched world-wide. This will
be drawn at our first meeting in February.
Apologies were made by quite a few
members who weren't able to get to the
party. There were also a few guests, notably
Stephen Stanley’s mum in law and a couple
of honorary members in Jean Rouhan and
Marilyn Gould. Marilyn had made quite a journey, staying over two nights giving her plenty of time to see the new
monument. Jean was also thrilled at being picked up at her door by Willie and Diana Fair and also visiting the
monument, she was very vocal in her praise of the association and the way she was involved by the lads.
With Graeme Stevenson
permission
I
must
congratulate his wife
Valerie
on
without
hesitation preparing and
bringing Graeme along to
these outings, he so
enjoys the company of his
fellow mariners, despite
his handicap.
With a few bevies under
our belts the lamp begun
to swing, seats were
exchanged and it was
only the hovering staff
that eventually broke the
party up, around 3pm, an
enjoyable afternoon.
*********
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Having been one of the few fast-growing
segments in the containership industry until

A man is driving down the road and breaks down
near a monastery. He goes to the monastery, knocks on
the door and says, My car broke down. Do you think I
could stay the night? The monks graciously accept him,
feed him dinner, and even fix his car. As the man tries
to fall asleep, he hears a strange sound, a sound like no
other that he has ever heard. The next morning, he asks
the monks what the sound was, but they say, We can't
tell you. You're not a monk.

recently, the idle containership fleet has since gone on a
crash diet, according to shipping consultancy Drewry.
The idle fleet has shrunk from 1.7 million TEU in
November 2016 to under 500,000 TEU as of June
2017. This is welcome news for carriers as it means
that the industry is getting healthier, with fewer
unwanted assets draining costs.

The man is disappointed, but thanks them anyway and
goes about his merry way. Some years later, the same
man breaks down in front of the same monastery. The
monks again accept him, feed him, and even fix his car.
That night, he hears the same strange mesmerizing
sound that he had heard years earlier. The next
morning, he asks what the sound was, but the monks
reply, We can't tell you. You're not a monk.

The idle fleet will likely plateau for the rest of the year
as some short-term fixtures are parked up once again,
mitigated by some scrapping, meaning that the industry
is close to recovery, but is not quite there with still too
many assets that are simply unviable. There are a
number of reasons for the sudden slimming down.
Firstly, a large proportion of former Hanjin Shipping
units that were parked up almost overnight in the
aftermath of its untidy bankruptcy have since either
been scrapped or picked up by other owners and
operators. By early June 2017 only 13 of the original
Hanjin idled ships had not been re-deployed, leaving
some 100,000 TEU idled.

The man says, All right, all right. I'm dying to know. If
the only way I can find out what that sound was, is to
become a monk, how do I become a monk? The monks
reply, you must travel the earth and tell us how many
blades of grass there are and the exact number of sand
pebbles. When you find these numbers, you will
become a monk.

Another factor that helped to shape a leaner idle fleet
was the number of formerly inactive ships that were
scrapped. From early December 2016 to the mid-March
Drewry counted some 23 ships aggregating 76,000
TEU that were scrapped out of idled positions.

The man sets about his task. Some forty-five years later,
he returns and knocks on the door of the monastery. He
says, I have travelled the earth and devoted my life to
the task demanded and have found what you had asked
for. There are 371,145,236,284,232 blades of grass and
231,281,219,999,129,382 sand pebbles on the earth.

From March to the end of June some 133 idle ships
were reactivated with the majority of 74 being
deployed in the core East-West trades, primarily the
Transpacific. Another 30 vessels moved into the
secondary East-West trades, with many placed on the
Asia to India and Middle-East trades. Only 18 ships
have moved into the North-South trades, but MSC has
been active in taking the largest ships possible
including a couple of 9,400 TEU ships that have been
put into the ECSA routes.

The monks reply, Congratulations, you are correct and
now you are a monk. We shall now show you the way
to the sound. The monks lead the man to a wooden
door, where the head monk says, the sound is behind
that door. The man reaches for the knob, but the door is
locked. He asks, May I have the key? The monks give
him the key, and he opens the door. Behind the wooden
door is another door made of stone. The man requests
the key to the stone door. The monks give him the key
and he opens it, only to find a door made of gold. He
demands another key from the monks, who provide it.
Behind that door is another door, this one made of
silver. And so it went until the man had gone through
doors of emerald, sapphire, topaz, ruby and amethyst.

“While the idle fleet is a good barometer of the overall
health of the industry it is important to remember that
last year’s peak and the recent toning down were
skewed by one-off events,” Drewry said, adding that it
was never as bad as it looked last year, “but the
recovery has been aided by the temporary demand for
filler ships that won’t last.”

Finally, the monks say, This
is the key to the last door. The
man is relieved to no end. He
unlocks the door, turns the
knob, and behind that door he
is astonished to find the
source of that strange sound.
It is truly an amazing and
unbelievable sight, but I can't
tell you what it is because
you're not a monk.

The idle fleet is expected to remain at about 2-3% of
the total containership fleet throughout the summer,
before rising slightly during the slack season that
comes into play in the final months of the year, Drewry
informs.

An Australian warship operating in the Middle East
has seized drugs believed to be worth more than $400
million after intercepting and boarding three ships in
the Arabian sea.
During three days of operations after Christmas, crew
members of HMAS WARRAMUNGA seized 69
kilograms of heroin and eight tonnes of hashish. The
Royal Australian Navy said it was the largest quantity
of hashish seized by an Australian ship on Middle East
maritime security operations

******************
Editor: Yer well…. A member/reader (no names
mentioned here) sent that in and insisted that I print it
in the next newsletter, so that’s my story.
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The liner SS Laconia
On Sept 12, 1942 at 2207 hours U-156 under the
command of Kptlt. Werner Hartenstein torpedoed a
large target in the South Atlantic in position 05.05S,
11.38W. The large vessel was the British liner Laconia
(19,695 tons) which sank at 2323 hours. The liner was
carrying a 136-man crew, some 80 civilians, military
material and personnel (268 men) and approx. 1800
Italian prisoners of war with 160 Polish soldiers on
guard.
Radio message from Laconia (sent on Sept 12, 2222
hours on 600 meters-frequency) SSS SSS 0434 South /
1125 West Laconia torpedoed
Shortly after the sinking the crew of U-156 was amazed
to hear Italian voices in the sea amongst the people both in lifeboats and also struggling in the water itself.
Hartenstein immediately began rescue operations and radioed for assistance, both from nearby U-boats and also sent
out un-coded messages to every vessel around to assist, promising to cease hostilities. (Message:- If any ship will
assist the ship-wrecked 'Laconia'-crew, I will not attack providing I am not being attacked by ship or air forces. I
picked up 193 men. 4, 53 South, 11, 26 West. - German submarine.)
In the next days U-156 saved some 400 survivors, hold 200 on board and the other 200 in lifeboats. On Sept 15, at
1130 hours U-506 under Kptlt Erich Würdemann arrived at the scene and continued to rescue the survivors. A few
hours later U-507 under Korvkpt. Harro Schacht and the Italian submarine Cappellini also arrived. The boats headed
for shore, towing the lifeboats behind them and hundreds of survivors were both on and inside the U-boats
themselves.
On Sept 16, at 1125 hours an American B-24 Liberator bomber operating from the Ascension Island arrived at the
scene where its pilot spotted the boats (which at that time flew the Red Cross flag and were clearly not hostile to
anyone). The pilot radioed back to his base asking for instructions and was told to attack at once which he did at
1232 hours, forcing the U-boats to cut the lines to the life boats and submerge immediately, leaving hundreds of
people again struggling in the water.
Thankfully this US intervention caused not as much loss of life as it could have as shortly afterwards some neutral
French warships from Dakar arrived at the scene and started picking up survivors. Also many had been taken into
the U-boats themselves and were safe there (only because the bomber failed to sink them though). Roughly 1500
survived the sinking.
This incident prompted one of the most controversial order Dönitz ever issued, usually known as the Laconia order
today, it made it absolutely clear that no U-boats were to take part in any rescue operations from that date and leave
any survivors in the sea. Up until that time U-boats had on very many occasions helped the survivors of their victims
with supplies, water, directions to nearest land and so on.
Order:- Every attempt to save survivors of sunken ships, also the fishing up of swimming men and putting them
on board lifeboats, the set upright of overturned lifeboats, the handing over of food and water will be
discontinued. These rescues contradict the primitive demands of warfare especially the destruction of enemy ships
and their crews.
The orders concerning the bringing in of skippers and chief engineers stay in effect. Survivors are only to be
rescued, if their statements are important for the boat. Stay hard. Don't forget, that the enemy didn't take any
regard for woman and children when bombarding German towns.
This order was used as an excuse for the
controversial conviction of Dönitz for war
crimes at Nüremberg in 1946. Most sensible
people agree that the German U-boats fought
hard but fair considering the situation and the US
submarine force fought with the same
aggressiveness against Japanese shipping (and if
anything the US subs were more unforgiving).
Thus many say that Dönitz was simply punished
for being too efficient at his job and his U-boats
having been too much of a threat to allied
shipping and the outcome of the war. Dönitz
served 11 years and 6 months in prison.
Hartenstein's U 156 loaded with Laconia survivors
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Just a Memory
These are Bill Gould’s early memories of the Vindicatrix Sea Training School, just after WW2 was declared. Sadly
Bill crossed the bar in June 2015. Bill would have been in the first batch at aged 17 years at this sea school and was
known for many years as the oldest surviving member.
……. I joined the Vindicatrix at Sharpness, Gloucestershire in October
1939. She had recently been towed round from London where, in times
of industrial dispute, she was used as a hostel for non-strikers. The
Gravesend Sea School, owned or certainly financed by the Shipping
Federation, had been evacuated for fear of air raids.
A call to nature required a walk ashore and along the canal bank to what
passed as a toilet, discharging directly into the Severn through open
ended pipes. Other discomforts we enjoyed were the lack of heating and
the food. The only heating we ever had was from the donkey boiler and
the galley if you could find a reason to be in the vicinity of either. We
didn't get much food from memory.
Breakfast I remember as porridge with watered down molasses five
mornings a week with two doorsteps of bread, and coffee. One slice of
bread was spread very thinly with margarine, the other with marmalade.
On Friday, instead of porridge, we had one fish-cake. Sunday, a piece of
bacon. Dinner was stew with little in it and plum duff for pudding on Thursdays and Sundays only. Tea was two
doorsteps of bread again, but with jam instead of marmalade on the second one. From memory I believe we had soup
for supper.
I have to say however, that I was never fitter in my life. The instructors as a whole were not too bad but one was a
bit sarcastic. He was reputed to have been a cruiser weight boxing champion in the R.N. Whilst we were undergoing
training we received unemployment pay but we were only allowed very little of this as pocket money. There was a
slight increase if you were made Bosun’s Mate or Bosun. However, the extra was not in cash but as a credit in the
“slops” shop. Bosun’s Mates had to rise fifteen minutes earlier than the other boys but were allowed a “ropes end” to
waken them.
I remember the Chief Officer (Captain Angel) only as ‘Snowy’ owing to his shock of white hair. The Captain in
charge was a remote figure, whose name I never knew. I also remember being advised to become a Roman Catholic
on my first Sunday there, as there was no R.C. church in Sharpness and we would be excused Church Parade. We
fell for it, and spent Sunday morning scrubbing the Mess Deck. Next week we were Church of England again! When
we left, we had to pay for our sea-going kit which included a bar of soap, knife, fork, spoon and mug.

Despite that a lot of people were under the impression that once world largest bulker the 342m long and 63m
width BERGE STAHL went to the breakers after completion of 249 trips between Brazil and Rotterdam, the
BERGE STAHL arrived earlier this week from Tubarao with a draft of 22.9 mtr loaded with 365.000 ton iron ore.

Moving cargo by ship is not only far less energy intensive than any other freight transport mode, it’s also
cheaper. Environmentally and economically, the more cargo is shifted onto ships, the better, though obviously big
ships can only move between seaports, and can’t travel across land, so others modes of transport, such as expensive
road and rail networks.
Who will come up with a solution??????????????
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The Black Hole of Calcutta
Many complain of the lack of light and in vain mention blacker than the black hole of Calcutta or even describe a
place of ill repute in the same light, but what really was the Black Hole of Calcutta?
By the end of the seventeenth century effective power in the Mogul empire had fallen into the hands of the Nawabs,
or provincial Governors, while the British and the French were building up their competing commercial empires in
India. The British had established a port and trading base at Calcutta in the 1690s and built Fort William to guard it.
Some years later they began to strengthen the defences against the French.
The Black Hole of Calcutta was in fact a small prison/dungeon in Fort William in Calcutta, India, where troops of
Siraj ud-Daulah, the Nawab of Bengal, held British prisoners of war after the Bengali army captured the fort on 20
June 1756. John Zephaniah Holwell, one of the British prisoners and an employee of the East India Company, said
that, after the fall of Fort William, the surviving British soldiers, Anglo-Indian soldiers, and Indian civilians were
imprisoned overnight in conditions so cramped that many people died from suffocation and heat exhaustion, and that
123 of 146 prisoners of war died.
Fort William was established to protect the East India Company's trade in the city of Calcutta, the principal city of
the Bengal Presidency. In 1756 India, there existed the possibility of imperial confrontation with military forces of
the Kingdom of France, so the British started reinforcing the fort.
Meanwhile, the local ruler, the Nawab of Bengal, Siraj ud-Daulah, was unhappy with the East India Company's
political interference in the internal affairs of his province, the British merchants were undermining his political
power. As the Nawab, Siraj perceived a threat to Bengali independence and himself. He ordered the immediate
cessation of the reinforcement of Fort William, but the East India Company paid no heed to the native ruler.
In consequence to that British indifference to local Bengali authority, Siraj ud-Daulah organised his army and laid
siege to Fort William. The Nawab marched on Calcutta with a massive army, said to have numbered 50,000 men
with 500 elephants and fifty cannon. The army arrived on June 16th, and began to move slowly through the outlying
areas of Calcutta, overwhelming all resistance.
The governor and many of his staff and the British residents ran for safety to the ships in the harbour, leaving
women and children behind and a garrison of only 170 English soldiers to defend the fort under the command of
John Zephaniah Holwell, who was the Company’s Zemindar, responsible for tax collection and keeping law and
order.
There were two mortars in the fort, but much of the powder was too damp to use and the grapeshot had mostly been
eaten by worms while in storage. Siraj’s final attack in force came on the morning of June 20th, a Sunday. Holwell
had no military experience, the situation was hopeless in any case and by the afternoon he was forced to surrender in
return for what he thought was a guarantee of quarter.
That night, as he recorded, there occurred a horror which became a legend in the history of the Raj. A total of 146
British prisoners, including two women and several wounded men, and Holwell himself, were herded at sword-point
for the night into the fort’s ‘black hole’, a little lock-up the British had built for minor offenders. It measured only
18ft by 14ft 10in and had two small windows. The heat at that time of year was suffocating and the prisoners
trampled on each other to get near the windows and fought over the small supply of water they had been left, while
begging for mercy from the guards, who laughed and jeered at them while they prayed and raved in vain. At 6 am
the next morning when the door was unlocked, the corpses were piled up inside and only twenty-three of the
prisoners were still alive. A pit was hastily dug for the dead and the bodies were dumped in it.
Holwell referred to the experience as ‘a night of horrors I will not attempt to describe, as they bar all description,’
which did not prevent him describing them at length and in detail after his return to England the following year, in a
genuine narrative of the deplorable deaths of the English gentlemen and others, who were suffocated in the Black
Hole. In the majestic prose of Macaulay’s essay on Clive of India, based on Holwell’s account, the story inspired
patriotic fervour and rage at Indian perfidy in generations of Britons. It has long been clear that Holwell’s figures
were exaggerated.
According to a calculation by Professor Brijen Gupta in the 1950s, the total of prisoners shut in the black hole was
probably sixty-four, of whom twenty-one came out alive. He also produced evidence that Siraj-ud-daula did not
order the prisoners to be shut in the black hole and knew nothing about it until afterwards.
Vengeance was swift. Robert Clive marched on Calcutta and set siege to Fort William, which was also bombarded
by an accompanying fleet of warships under Admiral Charles Watson. The fort fell to the British in January 1757
and in February with an army of a mere 3,000 men, Clive routed Siraj’s army of perhaps 50,000 with their cannon
and war-elephants at Plassey. The British, worried about being outnumbered, formed a conspiracy with Siraji War
Chiefs who took no part in the battle. The success of the British at Plassey is often cited as the start of large-scale
colonial rule in India, a rule that would last uninterrupted until independence in 1947
Siraj fled to Murshidabad, where he was killed by his own people a few days later and his body thrown into the
river.
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The SS Thistlegorm
The SS Thistlegorm was built by Joseph
Thompson & Sons shipyard in Sunderland for
the Albyn Line and launched in April 1940. She
was powered by a triple-expansion steam engine
rated to 365 hp (272 KW). The vessel was
privately owned but had been partly financed by
the British government and was classified as an
armed freighter. She was armed with a 4.7-inch
(120 mm) anti-aircraft gun and a heavy-calibre
machine gun attached after construction to the
stern of the ship. She was one of a number of
“Thistle” ships owned and operated by the Albyn
Line, which was founded in 1901, based in Sunderland, and had four vessels at the outbreak of World War II.
The vessel carried out three successful voyages after her launch. The first was to the US to collect steel rails and
aircraft parts, the second to Argentina for grain, and the third to the West Indies for rum. Prior to her fourth and final
voyage, she had undergone repairs in Glasgow.
She set sail on her fourth and final voyage from Glasgow May 1941, she was in her home port of Glasgow loading
supplies essential for the 8th Army and the relief of Tobruk. Though described on the manifest as “MT” (Motor
Transport), this - probably deliberate, non-description hid a wide array of Land Mines, Shells, Ammunition,
Weapons, Bedford Trucks, Armoured Cars, Bren-Carriers, BSA Motorcycles, Trailers, Vehicle spares, Aircraft and
Aircraft parts, Radios, Rubber thigh-boots - and a great deal more besides.
To save cargo space, the Motorcycles were placed onto the back of the Bedford trucks - three at a time before
loading. Finally, being a commercial company, the Albyn Line also took the opportunity to deliver two sets of
rolling stock to Egyptian Railways - each comprising an 0-6-0 Railway Engine, one Tender and one Water Carrier all six items being carried as deck cargo.
Because of her classification as an “Armed Freighter” the Skipper - Captain William Ellis, had an additional team of
nine Royal Navy personnel on board to man these guns. Thus it was that on 2nd June 1941 Captain Ellis ordered the
mooring lines slipped before easing his ship out of Glasgow. Sailing independently down the west coast of the
British Mainland, the Thistlegorm made good time to her secret rendezvous off the south coast of England. Here she
joined a large convoy and, being Armed, was assigned a prominent position by the Convoy Commodore.
Due to German and Italian naval and air force activity in the Mediterranean, the Thistlegorm sailed as part of a
convoy via Cape Town, South Africa, where she refuelled, before heading north up the East coast of Africa and into
the Red Sea. On leaving Cape Town, the light cruiser HMS Carlisle joined the convoy. Due to a collision in the Suez
Canal, the convoy could not transit through the canal to reach the port of Alexandria and instead moored at Safe
Anchorage F, in September 1941 where she remained at anchor until her sinking on 6 October 1941. HMS Carlisle
moored in the same anchorage.
With Axis Forces occupying almost all of the northern Mediterranean coastline, the safest route to Alexandria was
via South Africa - a lengthy detour. After refuelling in Capetown, they were joined by HMS Carlisle - a Light
Cruiser of 4,190 tons. The Convoy then proceeded up the east coast of Africa before finally entering the Red Sea.
By the time they arrived at the entrance to the Gulf of Suez it was the third week in September and the Thistlegorm
was immediately assigned “Safe Anchorage F” to await further instructions. The Master let out the starboard anchor
and some 250m of chain and was satisfied that all was well. This was “good holding ground” and, at long last, the
main engines were closed down. All they could do now was wait for clearance to proceed through to Alexandria.
Getting through the Canal was dependent on several factors - enemy aircraft activity over the Canal, cargo priority
and how long other vessels had been waiting. At this time, however, two vessels had collided further up the Gulf of
Suez and were virtually blocking the entire entrance to the Canal. This led to the “Thistlegorm” - with her valuable
cargo, remaining at anchor for a full two weeks.
Up until now these “Safe Anchorages” each with its own letter of the alphabet, were regarded as exactly that, Safe!
There were no enemy ships and enemy aircraft rarely ventured this far south. This was, however, all about to change
when German Intelligence received information that a large troopship (possibly the Queen Mary) was due to travel
through the Suez Canal with 1200 British Troops destined for North Africa.
Having mastered the relatively new skill of night flying, Heinkel He 111’s from II/Kg26 (No 2 Group 26th Kampf
Squadron) based in Crete were alerted to the possible presence of such a large vessel. Their task was to seek and
destroy. At 2250 hours on 5th October 1941 two twin-engine Heinkels crossed the north Egyptian coast heading
south-east in search of this prize.
Aided by a clear moonlit night, they searched in vain for the big ship until fuel levels became critical. Then, just as
they were on the point of returning home empty handed, one of the pilots spotted a ship at anchor. Turning away in
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order to put his aircraft in the best possible attacking
position, the pilot turned again as he continued to lose
altitude. He came in low over the sea and, as he
approached the bows of the Thistlegorm, he released
two bombs right over her bridge.

Who was Martin Frobisher
Martin Frobisher 1535 1594) was of England’s
greatest
Elizabethan
seamen and one of the
first explorers to seek
the Northwest Passage
to the Far East. Born
around 1535 in Altofts,
Yorkshire, he spent his
early years in London.
In 1544 he became
apprenticed as a cabin
boy and quickly learned
to
demonstrate
his
daring and skills as a
seaman. He steadily rose through the ranks and was
promoted to captain in 1565.

The bomb and the explosion of some of the ammunition
stored in hold 4 led to the sinking of the Thistlegorm
with the loss of four sailors and five members of the
Royal Navy gun crew. The survivors were picked up by
HMS Carlisle. Captain Ellis was awarded the OBE for
his actions following the explosion and a crewman,
Angus McLeay, was awarded the George Medal and
the Lloyd’s War Medal for Bravery at Sea for saving
another crew member. Most of the cargo remained
within the ship, the major exception being the steam
locomotives from the deck cargo which were blown off
to either side of the wreck.
In the early fifties, Jacques-Yves Cousteau discovered
her by using information from local fishermen. He
raised several items from the wreck, including a
motorcycle, the captain’s safe, and the ship’s bell. The
February 1956 edition of National Geographic clearly
shows the ship’s bell in place and Cousteau’s divers in
the ship’s Lantern Room

On 7th June 1576, set sail on what was the first
expedition by an Englishman to seek out the Northwest
Passage. Three small ships sailed from England, the
Gabriel, the Michael and a small unnamed pinnace
which was lost in a storm. The Michael deserted shortly
afterwards but the Gabriel continued alone and
eventually arrived at the mouth of a bay which
Frobisher believed was the entrance to the Northwest
Passage. The bay was actually on Baffin Island and is
now known as Frobisher Bay.

The massive explosion that sank her had blown much
of her midships superstructure away and makes the
wreck very accessible to divers. The depth of around 30
m (100 feet) at its deepest is ideal for diving without the
need for specialist equipment and training.

He then returned to England and brought with him
samples of black earth which were rumoured to contain
gold. In 1577 another expedition financed by Elizabeth
1 set sail for Canada but neither this nor a subsequent
voyage were successful in finding valuable ores or
establishing colonies.

The wreck attracts many divers for the amount of the
cargo that can be seen and explored. Boots and
motorcycles are visible in Hold No. 1. Trucks,
motorcycles, Wellington boots, rifles, Westland
Lysander wings, about twenty Bristol Mercury radial
engine exhaust rings and a handful of cylinders and
Bristol Blenheim bomber tail planes are visible in Hold
No. 2. Universal Carrier armoured vehicles, RAF
trolley accumulators and two PUNDIT lights can also
be found. Off to the port side of the wreck level with
the blast area can be found one of the steam
locomotives which had been stored as deck cargo and
the other locomotive is off the starboard side level with
Hold No. 2.

He landed in northeastern Canada, around today's
Resolution Island and Frobisher Bay. On his second
voyage, Frobisher found what he thought was gold ore
and carried 200 tons of it home on three ships, where
initial assaying determined it to be worth a profit of
£5.2 per ton. Encouraged, Frobisher returned to
Canada with an even larger fleet and dug several mines
around Frobisher Bay. He carted 1,350 tons of the ore
back where, after years of smelting, it was realised that
the ore was worthless iron pyrite.

The wreck is rapidly disintegrating due to natural
rusting. The dive boats that rely on the wreck for their
livelihood are also tearing the wreck apart by mooring
the boats to weak parts of the wreck, leading to parts of
the wreck collapsing.

However, Frobisher remained in the Queen’s favour
and in 1585, as vice admiral on the Primrose, he
accompanied Sir Francis Drake on an expedition to the
West Indies for the purpose of raiding the Spanish
colonies. In 1588 he played a valiant role in the defeat
of the Spanish Armada and was rewarded with
knighthood. After trying to retire in Yorkshire for a
year, in 1592 he commanded a fleet equipped by Sir
Walter Raleigh and set about harrying Spanish
merchant ships that were transporting gold from
Panama.

Is ammonia the fuel of the future for shipping?
Ammonia could be a solution for ocean -going ships.
Its chemical formula is NH4. Given that nitrogen (N2)
is the principal component of air, and hydrogen is
found in abundance as part of every water molecule
(H2O), NH4 can readily by synthesized in chemical
factories by tearing apart N2 and H2O molecules and
recombining the resultant free nitrogen and hydrogen
atoms. If renewable or nuclear energy were used to
power the synthesis process, the resultant ammonia
would be a low carbon fuel.

In November 1594 Frobisher was participating in the
relief of Fort Crozo near Brest in France when, on the
22nd, whilst engaging the Spanish fleet, he was
mortally wounded and later died in Plymouth.
************
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According to local reports, Colombian Navy tug Arc Pascual de Andagoya sank between the Pacific Ocean

waves on 19 December. Thankfully, the crew of six on this tug were able to get into life rafts and were rescued by a
fishing vessel that was nearby. They were then transferred to hospital by a naval helicopter.

They were more fortunate than the crew of Wepfer Marine owned tugboat Ricky Robinson who lost their lives when
this tug sank on Mississippi River in the US. On 17 December, US Coast Guard and police teams raised this tug with
two bodies on board with cranes near Memphis, Tennessee.
In northern Europe, sunken pilot boat L 242 was raised on 19 December. This salvage project was achieved using
Finnish Coast Guard vessel Turva. The pilot boat was raised from water depths of 20 m and take to Tolkkisten in
Porvoo for investigations. Two employees of Finnpilot Pilotage died when pilot boat L 242 was lost south west of
the Porvoo lighthouse, in the Gulf of Finland.
Source: tugtechnologyandbusiness
So saying it’s not hard for working vessels to get into trouble………….

Steam Tug Cervia
Built 1945/1946 by the firm of A. Hall & Company Limited of Aberdeen, Cervia was one of seventeen 'Empire' seagoing tugs ordered from them by H.M. Government's Ministry of War Transport, for use as Fleet Auxiliaries.
The term 'Empire' was applied to many types of vessel built under Government auspices during the Second World
War, ranging in size from large merchant ships to landing craft. Almost all were given names with the 'Empire'
prefix, and it was still under the name Empire Raymond, that the vessel first saw service on 14th April 1947, when
along, with seventeen other tugs she went to the assistance of the luxury Cunard liner Queen Elizabeth, aground on
the Brambles Bank in Southampton water. That same year her owners, William Watkins Limited of London, renamed her Cervia after the small town on the Adriatic coast of Italy where the Watkins family maintained a house.
Cervia had been one of four vessels purchased to redress the company's war losses (among them the tug Muria,
mined off North Foreland in 1940), and was the second Watkins vessel to bear the name: the original Cervia, built in
1925, having served the company from 1937 until her disposal in 1947.
The new tug was employed towing in and between ports on both sides of the English Channel and North Sea. After
two years she was brought to Gravesend on the River Thames from which base she operated around the Thames
estuary and as far north as the Wash. Her longer sea-hauls took her to the notorious Goodwin Sands - scene of
countless strandings (and worse). On one occasion Cervia beat rival tugs to a rescue by steaming from Gravesend to
Dover in a mere five hours. Races like that took place on almost every occasion when there was the possibility of
salvage and the bounty it earned.
In 1950, Messrs. William Watkins merged with two other companies - Elliot Steam Tug Company and Gamecock
Tugs - to form Ship Towage (London) Limited. CERVIA served the newly formed company for four years until, on
a dark, foggy night in 1954, disaster struck.
A little before 11.00pm on 25th October, Cervia, with two other tugs - Napia and Challenge, was engaged in towing
the 29,734 ton P&O liner Arcadia out of dock to the Tilbury landing stage. The Arcadia was being towed stern-first
into the tideway and approaching the liner Orcades, which was waiting to enter the dock. To avoid possible collision
with this other ship, Arcadia put her engines ahead. Cervia was caught in the liner's wash and pulled over to port. An
attempt was made to release the tow, but the towing hook failed to open and Cervia was dragged under by her own
hawser. Her master, Captain William Russell MBE, and four crewmen died. A verdict of accidental death was later
recorded on all five victims.
Captain Russell was without doubt a first class skipper, well respected by all who were acquainted with him.
Memorial Services were held both in Gravesend and in Ramsgate where St. George's Church was packed to
capacity. Later a special service was conducted at the Sailors' Church on the quayside of the Inner Basin of
Ramsgate Harbour, at the foot of Jacob's Ladder. It was a fitting tribute to men who had on many occasions brought
Cervia into Ramsgate for repairs and maintenance after having risked their lives to save others and grant assistance
to ships in distress.
Two days after the tragedy, Cervia was refloated and brought into Ramsgate to undergo repairs, after which she
returned to the Thames to resume work.
In 1969, Ship Towage (London) Limited, merged with W.H.J. Alexander Company Limited. Together they formed
the London Tug Company. Cervia continued with them until 1972 when she was sold to Medway Maritime
Museum. Her stay there, however, lasted just a year and in 1973 she returned to commercial service with
International Towing Limited.
Under the ITL flag, Cervia worked the coastal waters of Europe. In the mid 1970s ITL were offering the lowest rates
for coastal towage, but, unfortunately, in the early 1980s economic difficulties led to Cervia being left idle in
Ramsgate Harbour. In 1985 she was offered to the East Kent Maritime Trust on an initial 10 year loan.
William Allen, 83, was working as second mate on the Cervia on the night of October 25, 1954, pulling ocean liner
The Arcadia into Tilbury docks, when a near collision saw the tugboat dragged over plunging its eight crew into the
Thames.
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Only three were rescued and Mr Allen, of Cerne Road, is now the sole survivor. He said: “I remember it very
clearly, it is not something you forget. They were my colleagues but also my friends.” He was a young father-of-two
at the time, having met and married June three years earlier. He believes he was saved by two pieces of good fortune
he was on deck when the accident occurred and crucially he knew how to swim.
Dragged underwater with the Cervia, when Mr Allen resurfaced he saw his friend Jackie floundering nearby. “I
kicked off my boots so I could swim. There was a life vest and I threw that to him as he couldn’t swim.” A fleet of
tugs and other ships were launched to look for survivors and Mr Allen, Mr Boyd, and fireman George Baker were
pulled out. “It felt like we were in there for an age but at that temperature it couldn’t have been long or we would
have frozen,” he said. Amazingly Mr Allen had already survived one shipping accident, when working in the North
Sea shortly after the end of WW II.
His tug, Empire John, began to go down, but when crew evacuated into the lifeboats, his began to sink and they were
forced to re-board their stricken vessel while waiting for help.
Within six months the loyal employee was working the river again. He continued working on tugs and even onboard
the Cervia, becoming a captain three years later, before being made redundant in 1987.

Yangshan Port
Shanghai's location at the mouth of the
Yangtze River made it a key area of
development for coastal trade during the
Qing dynasty from 1644 to 1912. In
1842, Shanghai became a treaty port,
which opened it up to foreign trade, and
by the early 20th Century it became the
largest in the Far East. Trade became
stifled after 1949, however, when the
economic policies of the People's
Republic crippled infrastructure and
development. But after economic
reforms in 1991, the port was able to
expand exponentially.
In 1949, with the Communist takeover
in Shanghai, overseas trade was cut
dramatically. The economic policy of
the People's Republic had a crippling
effect on Shanghai's infrastructure and
capital development. In 1991, the central
government allowed Shanghai to initiate
economic reform. Since then, the port of Shanghai has developed at an increasing pace, including the construction of
Yangshan port…………
The new Chinese port of Yangshan (Shanghai) will increase capacity to 40 million TEU by December 2017 after
opening seven new berth with depth of 15.00 m in the deep-water port of Yangshan in Shanghai. The operator of the
Yangshan Port, SIPG Corporation will launch Phase 4 of the terminal on December 10. The 1.95 billion USD
project will expand the capacity of propogate oystersYangshan Port by 11%, to 6.3 million TEU per year.
Shanghai port first overtook Singapore in 2010 to become the busiest container port in the world. The construction
of the deep-water port of Yangshan to the south of Shanghai began in 2002. The new port area was intended to
ensure the development of the port in conditions of insufficient depths in the coastal zone. The first phase of the port
development with a capacity of 2.2 million TEU per year was completed in December 2005. To get cargo to and
from the Yangshan Deep Water port, the government built the six-lane trans-ocean Donghai Bridge (32.5 km), 20
miles long -- one of the world's longest bridges -- to connect the coastal region of Shanghai to a pair of islands that
belong to nearby Zhejiang Province. The bridge took two and half years to build with 6,000 full-time workers.
Since 2010, Shanghai is the largest container port in the world. Last year the port handled 37.1 million TEU, which
is 1.6% more than in 2015. Since 2013, Shanghai has created a free economic zone, designed to promote the
development of foreign trade.
With the opening of the Phase 4 terminal, Yangshan will become China’s largest automated container port with a
fleet of 130 automatically operated AGV cranes with a capacity of 5.2 million TEU. The terminal is equipped with
seven gantry cranes STS with remote control, 38 automatic stackers (ASC) and 38 AGV.
According to the plan design, Yangshan Deepwater Port will be completely finished in 2020. The total investment
budget of this project is more than 500 billion yuan (US$75.4 billion).
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The Explosion of the SS Fort Stikine
The Fort Stikine, a coal-burner, was built in `forty -two,
Managed by the Port Line with a hardy crew,
Canadian built - a liberty ship, she sailed from
Birkenhead,
Joining with a convoy, to Gibraltar then Port Said.
Her discharging port was Bombay in February forty-four,
Risking many perils to reach there in the war,
Her cargo was explosives stowed within the hold,
Plus six score of ingots - each two stone of gold.
A thousand drums of oil with cotton underlaid,
Volatile munitions of highly dangerous grade,
Scrap iron too was plentiful loaded down below,
The making of a bomb then - waiting there to blow.
At her berth in Bombay with many ships about,
Fear was raised on board when someone gave a shout,
A fire took hold so quickly which rapid took a grip,
Discretion used to scarper and abandon ship.
An explosion sent her boiler five cables length away,
Many near-by vessels were sunk or scrapped that day,
Shells, gold bars and oil drums with several bits of mast,
Flaming bales of cotton hurled up with the blast.
Shanties of the local slums turned kindling at a stroke,
Three days to douse the fires underneath the smoke,
Thousands killed or wounded emanating from..
The cargo of a freighter that turned into a bomb.
Joe Earl

The Bombay Explosion

explosion did to the docks. Official records place the
death toll at 741, with 476 of whom were military
personnel. 1,800 people were injured as a result of
the explosion and a total of 27 vessels were sunk or
damaged in the docks.
The Docks Explosion was the result of a series of
mistakes and miscalculations on the part of everyone
involved. The Number 2 hold of the SS Fort Stikine
contained 769 tons of raw cotton, timber and scrap
iron. The compartment above this contained leaking
drums of oil, 124 bars of gold, and 168 tons of
Category ‘A’ explosives. Altogether, three of the SS
Fort Stikine’s five holds contained a combination of
highly flammable raw cotton, sensitive explosives, and
fuel. Together, these would prove to be a deadly mix.
It took three days to bring the fire under control, and
later, 8,000 men toiled for seven months to remove
around 500,000 tons of debris and bring the docks back
into action.
Many families lost all their belongings and were left
with just the clothes on their backs. Thousands became
destitute. It was estimated that about 6,000 firms were
affected and 50,000 lost their jobs. The government
took full responsibility for the disaster and monetary
compensation was paid to citizens who made a claim
for loss or damage to property.
During normal dredging operations carried out
periodically to maintain the depth of the docking bays
one or two gold bars were found intact sporadically as
late as 2011 and returned to the British government.

The explosion occurred on 14 April 1944, in the Victoria
Dock of Bombay (now Mumbai). The SS Fort Stikine was
a 7142 gross ton freighter built in 1942 in Prince Rupert,
British Columbia, under a lend-lease agreement, and was
named for Fort Stikine, a former outpost of the Hudson’s
Bay Company located at what is now Wrangell, Alaska.

Mumbai Fire Brigade’s headquarters at Byculla has a
memorial built in the memory of numerous fire fighters
who died. Fire Safety Week is observed all over
Maharashtra from 14 April to 21 April in memory of
firemen who died in this explosion.

Sailing from Birkenhead on 24 February via Gibraltar,
Port Said and Karachi, she arrived at Bombay on 12 April.
One officer described the cargo as “just about everything
that will either burn or blow up”. The vessel berthed and
was still awaiting unloading on 14 April. In the midafternoon around 14.00hrs, the crew were alerted to a fire
onboard. Burning somewhere in the No. 2 hold, the crew,
dockside fire teams and fireboats were unable to
extinguish the conflagration, despite pumping over 900
tons of water into the ship, or find the source due to the
dense smoke.

The North Sea’s oil rigs could be transformed into
nightclubs, prisons, hotels and distilleries in the future,
according to a new report. Almost half a million tons
of offshore equipment is due to be removed from
Scottish waters before 2023. And decommissioning
work worth £40 billion across the industry is expected
to take place by 2040. Now, an official study has been
published
which
identifies
186
uses
for
decommissioned rigs. Prepared by Zero Waste
Scotland, in association with the Royal Society of
Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, the report
highlights the flexible potential use of rigs, platforms
and support vessels.

At 15:50hrs the order to abandon ship was given, and
sixteen minutes later there was a great explosion, cutting
the ship in two and breaking windows over 12 km away.
The two explosions were powerful enough to be recorded
by seismographs at the Colaba Observatory in the city.
Around two square miles were ablaze in an 800-metre arc
around the ship, eleven neighbouring vessels were sunk or
sinking, and the emergency personnel at the site suffered
heavy losses. Attempts to fight the fire were dealt a further
blow when a second explosion from the ship swept the
area at 16:34hrs.
Emergency response teams needed three days to control
the fire. 8,000 men took seven months to remove the
500,000 tons of debris that the SS Fort Stikine scattered
when she exploded, and to repair the damage her
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ZWS is overseeing an £18 million investment pot,
some of which will be used to help businesses recycle
rigs. Louise McGregor, the head of the organisation’s
circular economy, said: “Components used on oil and
gas platforms have to last a long time. They are built
to withstand salt and spray and wind, so are, generally,
high quality engineered and manufactured assemblies
and components. “What we are talking about is better
than recycling it’s reusing structures we’ve invested
efforts and energy in. “If somebody came to us with
an idea to use one of these oil and gas support vessels
as a restaurant or nightclub, we’d certainly look at that
seriously.

SS Macumba Wreck Found
A 74-year maritime mystery has finally been
solved with the discovery of a merchant ship
sunk in Northern Territory waters by Japanese
air attack during World War II. The wreck of
SS Macumba was located around 1am on
Wednesday morning during a CSIRO targeted
survey in the Arafura Sea off the coast of
Arnhem Land. She is lying upright in
approximately 40m water depth in an area of
heavily pockmarked seabed.
Three crew members were killed as a result of
that attack and the discovery of the SS
Macumba wreck is an opportunity for
Australians to pause and reflect on the
sacrifices made by those defending our country.
The wreckage of the Macumba will now
become a part of our military history and it is
correct and proper for the Government to seek its protection under Australia’s Historic Shipwrecks Act.
The 2,500 ton steel ship sunk on August 6, 1943 whilst transporting a cargo of supplies from Sydney to Darwin
when two enemy ‘Jake’ floatplanes attacked at low level and despite return fire from both SS Macumba and her
escort, the corvette HMAS Cootamundra, the Japanese bombers made a direct hit on SS Macumba’s engine killing
three people.
The wreck was discovered in the middle of the night after about 10 hours of searching, which was lucky as they only
had a couple more hours available for the search. The drop camera even got a close-up photo of an inquisitive reef
shark that seemed to be guarding the site.
The HMAS Cootamundra was assigned to Darwin in early June to escort shipping between Darwin and Thursday
Island (shipping en-route from southern states). On 6 August 1943, while escorting the merchantman SS Macumba,
the two ships were attacked by two Japanese aircraft. SS Macumba’s engine room was destroyed, and despite efforts
to tow the ship to safety, the merchantman's crew were taken aboard the corvette that evening and the ship was
allowed to sink.
Chief Engineer William Alfred Lane was lost during the attack and his body was not recovered. His name is
recorded at the Northern Territory, Adelaide River War Cemetery alongside those with no known grave. Second
Engineer Harold Keller and Donkeyman George Dew both died of their injuries in the following days, and were
buried at the Adelaide River War Cemetery. The Captain and 36 crewmen survived.
The Department of Tourism and Culture’s Heritage Branch had been searching for SS Macumba for many years
with historic archives defining a large search area, which was far from the coast and distant from Darwin. We knew
SS Macumba was out there, working with different collaborators over the years we have eliminated locations, and
refined our search area and are so pleased the search with CSIRO has uncovered the wreck.

Japanese Banking Crisis
Recent reports indicate the
Japanese banking crisis
shows
no
signs
of
improving. If anything, it’s
getting worse.

WARNING

Following last week’s news
that Origami Bank had
folded, it was today leamed
that Sumo Bank has gone
belly up. Bonsai Bank plans to cut back some of its
branches. Karaoke Bank is up for sale and is going for
a song,
Meanwhile shares in Kamikaze Bank have nose-dived
and 500 jobs at the Karate Bank will be chopped.
Analysts report that there is something fishy going on
at Sushi Bank and staff there fear they may get a raw
deal.
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Once upon a time, there were four people; Their
names were Everybody, Somebody, Nobody and
Anybody. Whenever there was an important job to be
done, Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it.
Anybody could have done it, but Nobody did it.

An elderly couple who had just learned how to send
text messages on their mobile phones, they were giving
it a whirl. She was a retired English Uni lecturer,
classically trained and fond of romantic literature. He
was a retired Merchant Navy Bosun with 30 years afore
the mast, and a no-nonsense bloke.

When Nobody did it, Everybody got angry because it
was Everybody's job. Everybody thought that
Somebody would do it, but
Nobody
realized
that
Nobody would do it.
So consequently Everybody
blamed Somebody when
Nobody did what Anybody
could have done in the first
place.

The other day the wife went to her local coffee shop to
meet a friend for a catch-up. While waiting for her
companion, the thrill of sending hubby a romantic
message grabbed her imagination. She tapped in the
following. “If you are sleeping, send me your dreams.
If you are laughing, send me your smile.
If you are eating, send me a bite. If you
are drinking, send me a sip. If you are
crying, send me your tears. I love you”.
The husband responded. “I’m doing a
number two. Please advise”

How To Start A Fight. One year, I decided to buy
my mother-in-law a cemetery plot as a Christmas gift…

A Scottish husband was putting on his coat and hat

to make his way down to the local pub. Before leaving,
he turned to his wee wifie and said. “Maggie, put yer
hat an coat on, lassie.” She replied. “Ooh, Jock tha’s
naice. Are ye takin” me tae the pub with ye?” “Noo.”
Jock replied. “I’m turnin’ the heater off while Im oot.’

The next year, I didn’t buy her a gift. When she asked
me why, I replied, “Well, you still haven’t used the gift
I bought you last year!” And that’s how the fight
started.....

Jews sunk the Titanic

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Blazer Badges
MN Cap Badge
Club Shirt (to order)
Club Caps
MN Poppy Badge

The plane leaves Heathrow Airport under the control of
a Jewish captain and his Chinese co-pilot. It's the first
time they’ve flown together and an awkward silence
between the two seems to indicate a mutual dislike.
Once they reach cruising altitude, the Jewish captain
activates the auto-pilot, leans back in his seat and
mutters, “I don’t like Chinese.” “No rike Chinese?”
asks the co-pilot, “why not?”
“You people bombed Pearl Harbor, that's why!” “No,
no”, the co-pilot protests, “Chinese not bomb Peahl
Hahbah! That Japanese, not Chinese.” “Japanese,
Chinese, Vietnamese doesn’t matter, you’re all alike!”

$8 00 each
$5.00 each
$22.00 each
$15.00 each
$17.00 each
$50.00 each
$15.00 each
$20.00 each

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178

There’s a few minutes of silence. “I no rike Jews!” the
co-pilot suddenly announces. “Oh yeah, why not?” asks
the captain. “Jews sink Titanic!” says the co-pilot.
“What? You’re insane! Jews didn’t
sink the Titanic!” exclaims the
captain, “It was an iceberg!”
Iceberg,
Goldberg,
Greenberg,
Rosenberg, nomattah all same.”
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